Our Vision
The Velocity Invitational is a motorsports and lifestyle event dedicated to celebrating
and experiencing the finest of vintage motorsport. It was our goal from the beginning
to bring these special cars out of their quiet garages and let them race so drivers and
enthusiasts can experience the sights, sounds and smells of historic racing.
It is our fundamental belief that these cars are never really owned. We are mere
caretakers with an obligation to present these machines in the form that they would
have raced in period.
In addition to curating these special and accurate racing grids, we want the
Invitational to be educational, family friendly, and fun for all ages. We remain
committed to showcasing not only extraordinary and historically correct racing
machines, but also providing an atmosphere of wine, food, new technology, art, and
more to create a truly one-of-a-kind experience.

Our Mission
•

Explore a fascination with speed, history, and the stories of racing in a festival
style atmosphere where you can see and hear the storied cars, both on track
and up close.

•

Inspire owners, collectors, and future generations by reuniting the finest
automobiles in the world in an environment that encourages dialog and
interaction.

•

Create a full program of events that extends past the racing. We want there to
provide exciting and refined things for racers, their guests, as well as families
to be able to do throughout the day.

•

Educate and connect our visitors to the historical past and the exciting future,
inviting them to further investigate and learn the significance of where the
automobile has come from and where it is headed in an intimate setting.

•

Highlight vehicle conservation and preservation while providing an
opportunity for drivers, owners, teams, and spectators to openly communicate
about what makes these vehicles so important.

•

Understand and appreciate the effort it takes to bring teams and vehicles to
an event such as this. In addition to the on-track action, we provide first-class
hospitality for our partners and drivers, their teams, and guests. We want to
make this an inviting, enjoyable, and relaxing event for everyone.

www.velocityinvitational.com

